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You live in a time when a lost empire is rising again. At
the heart of this empire lies the fantasy world of
Drakkar. But what's left from Drakkar is not just a world.
It is, on a deeper level, a lost legacy, which must be
saved from destruction. To do this, brave knights and
dragons must go to the realm of the mighty. The great
fates await them on this path. Their goal is to give life to
the golden fool, a mythical stone that arises only once in
the history of the world. In order to save this lost legacy,
the brave knights start the journey back into the heart of
the fantasy world. You are given a mission by Carla, an
NPC who will be your guide, in order to save the story
around the gold fool. By playing it through, you get a
deeper understanding of the Drakkar world and will help
to save its story.Key Features: play as Carla the Drakkar
champion and solve puzzles and a mystery around a lost
legacy in the Drakkar world the story is based on and
around the game Drakkar, which was released in 2007
truly hours of gameplay in the Drakkar world at least
70% RPG and 30% RTS a whole world, its beautiful
fantasy, amazing characters and the drama that you can
explore in the game An expansion to the SpellForce 2
series: After the release of Faith in Destiny, Amun Kar
returns and starts the story about the fourth great
sorcerer. The new story will follow the legendary golden
fool and his adventures in the world of Drakkar. We
already confirmed that it will be a trilogy with 3
scenarios and 4 free scenarios that will be available to
everyone who bought the game. With Faith in Destiny,
we also got the SpellForce 2 box for free! We are also
thinking about a 4th expansion of Faith in Destiny.
Believe it, or not we're excited and can't wait to see your
reactions for SpellForce 2 - Faith in Destiny! A Christian
expo in Lithuania (Kaunas) We just received the call for
an interesting Christian expo in Lithuania. In 2012, there
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will be held the International Christian Expo in Kaunas.
To participate in this Christian Expo, we are planning to
release a Christian version of SpellForce 2, with new
NPCs, new missions, and some extra features

Features Key:

Original Game! Cosmic/OpenWorld Shooter. The storyline features rich and original plot,
still we can not spoil the whole story for you yet. Your decisions and your fate will be
recorded in the saga of the Lost Frontier. Tactical gameplay: bullet physics,character
development, multiple game endings and a variety of missions& scenery...you are the
commander of your own task force,and you have to protect your team during the strategy
game
A variety of Weapons,vehicles At your disposal, you will find a variety of anti-personnel
rifles, revolvers, neutron mortars, laser cannons, missiles, heavy machine guns, hand
grenades, Tesla cannons and many more.For each enemy you will find many different
weapons in your arsenal for the different environments,weapons are similar to eachother,
but they have their own advantage such as speed, blinding effect, accuracy and many
others.
Original main weapon New Technology
Modern Graphics Full 3D Graphics with a new style, improved textures and models
Turn-Based Gameplay From tactical to strategic
Comprehensive Character ChoicesMany choices: single male or female,which squad to
assign to the group, age, appearance and heath.Which old or young? Which bad or good? If
you will assign Freight Officer to the group, will he/she ignore the orders and take your
weapon for himself/herself? Can I make choices in the cinematic scenes? The answer to all of
these questions will be in the game
New and Engaging cutscene:
Not just a series of random cutscenes. The cutscene are linked with the game progress. For
example,when you reached near a substation,you will see the helicopter only when you
continue with your mission. The game will end when you have failing you out of the mission
New peaceful mission which enhance intelligence data:Basic Information:The Lost
Frontier allows you an opportunity to view intelligence data from the enemy that will never
appear on the Home Missions/Reconnaissance missions
Original 2 Level Game scripts:
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